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~sult may also be obtained from the last of the
~ed (1). :Por since the arbitrary equation '
~n = { (1 + ~) - 1 }n
~d, and that the latter member when developed
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by uniting the function u to the several symbols
ere will arise
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al with the resul~ obta~ned, by Arbogast.
:ss of the above mvestigatlOns demonstrates that
advantage~ may be derived from the theory of
althou.gh, m th,e first point of view, it may seem
rsu~ wI~h certamty and precision any extended
al mqUlry, b~ empl?ying symbols of operation
mm t.he ~unctlOns WIth which they were origi:yet It Will be perceived, that it is of no conse.
hght we reg~rd the symbol; whether as an
lerate successlV.e changes in a function, or to
e momentary Idea of quantity, when in its
Dm the ~unctlOn. In the latter point of view, it
nes subject to all the forms and laws of which
~eptible., But it may be proper to caution the
lIS ~ttachmg ~ permanent idea of quantity to
~ratlOn, e.v~n III ItS .separated state. It is only
lter C?ndltlOn that, It IS supposed to be subject
perat~o~s of quantity, and never decidedly loses
as ongmalIy destined to maintain in any stage
G. In my next communication I shall endeasome fm·ther applications of the principle.
I am, Sir, your humble servant,
GEORGE HAItVEY.

V.

(To Dr. Thomson.)
SIR,

Keppel-street, ./.ug. 14, 1820.

IN the several published works on mineralogy, the su~stance
denominated mesotype is said to be found in Auv~rg~e, ~n Iceland, Ferro, near Dumbarton, &c. and a ~quare pnsm IS given by
the Abbe Hauy as its primary form. ThiS form, however, ,d?es
not belong to any specimens I have seen from those loc8:htIes,
nor do the substances themselves belong to the same specie:,>.
In the following notice I shall call the Auvergne vanety,
Meso~lJpe; that fr?m Icel~nd and Ferro" Needles~on.e; and that
from Dumbarton, Thomsomte, after the editor ofthis Journal, "Yho
has contributed so largely to the improvement of chemical
analysis.
The specific gravity of the mesotype is.•••• 2'24
needlestone ..••. 2'27
thomsonite .•..• 2'37
Mesotype.. from Auvergne.
Among the first specimens I examined of this s~bstanc,e, I
observed the summits of some of the crystal" to consist of eight
planes, as in (PI. eVIl) fig. 8, four of which, d d', jf, were
incompatible with the suppos!ti~m of a square p.rism be.ing the
primary form. And on submlttmg to the reflective gOlllometer
the planes obtained by cleaving the crystals parallel to the
natural planes, M, M/, of the prism, I found the inclination of
those planes which afforded the best reflections to be 91° 10 /•
The inclinations of the terminal planes c, c', e, e', on the sides of
the prism were also all equal, the primary form is, therefore, a
right rhombic prism; and if the planes c, c', e, e', result from a
decrement by one rowan the terminal edges of the primary
crystal, the height of the prism will be to its terminal edge very
nearly as one to two. The planes d, d', are the result of an
intermediary decrement on the acute angles of the prism.

The measurement of M on c is 116° 37'
C
e' 126 '47
C
d 178 45
c
c' 143 14
d
d' 145 44
Needlestone from Ferro.
Besides the difference in specific gravity, the needlestone
differs from the mesotype in some other of its characters.
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The prisms are much longer in proportion than those of the
mesotype, and the natu:al pla~les smoo~her, and more brillia,nt,
those ofthe mesotype bemg stnated longltudmally, and afforchng
comparatively imperfect reflections.
.
.
The primary form of the needlestone, fig. 9, IS also a nght
rhornbic prislll, but measuring 91° lO' and 88° 40', :LVI on 1'1'
being the acute angle.
It differs also in its chemical composition from mesotype,
which, according to Berzelius, contains no lime, while the needlestone does oontain it.
If the planes c, c', e, e', be the l~esult of a d.ecrem~nt by ?ne
row Gn the terminal edges of the pnsm, the heIght of the pnslll
will be to one of those edges as 1 to 2.
IvIeasurement of M on M'.
M on C

88° 40'
116 30

I believe it was ascertained some time since by Dr. W ollaston
that this substance differed from the mesotype both chemically
and crystallograpllically.
Tlwmsonite,fl'om Dumbarton.

This substance is found in the neighbourhood of KiJpatrick,
ne,ar Dumbarton, and has for its primary form a right rectangular
pnsm.
The crystals I have examined are of the form fig. 10, but
they are not sufficiently perfect to afford the necessary measurem.ellts for determining the dimensions of the prism with accuracy. It is, however, nearly square, and the height equal to
nearly four times the lesser terminal edge if the plane c, be
produced by a decrement by one row on the greater edge ofthe
terminal plane.
The measurement of lVI on P
lVI

lVI
a

IS

90° 00'

T
90
a about 135

a' about 90

00

20
40

The cleavages parallel to M and T are effected with great
facility, and the planes afford very distinct reflections.
.
H. J. BRooKE.
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Exposition rif the Atomic Them,!! of Chemistr!J
of Difinite Proportions. By William Jam{
Professor of Chemistry and Materia Medic
Physicians and Surgeons of the U niversi
New-York.

1. IT has been known, ever since chemis
of analyzing bodies, that substances always {
combination in' determinate proportions.
under all circumstances and in all situations,
of54 parts nitric acid and 46 potash, per cent
46 muriatic acid and 54 soda; no matter wlJ
taken from the sea, or from a spring, or artifi
proportions of the constituent parts are unuOl
lime is always found to consist of 43'2 carbo
lime. Sulphate of barytes of 34'5 sulphur
barytes. The more rigorously this law has 1
accurate analysis, the more conspicuous a
become the proofs of its reality. It is, the
admitted; indeed, it is obvious, that if ther
nature to determine and preserve these fixed
could be no uniformity in compound bodies: ;
and fixedness of the law nece-ssarily depend
cause which renders all other combmations i
this cause] whatever it be, must constitute the
chemical philosophy, and well understood and
would introduce mathematical precision into ou
ings and conClusions. In ascending to the ca
it no other residence than those elementary p
which are so constituted as to be exempt from
though they are capable of being variously c
ther and separated again, so as to give origil
transitions of elementary into organized matte
of the elements themselves is immutable; th
vary. The indefatigable alchymist frequently
device and process, endeavouring, with keen
digal talent, to alter the nature of matter, al
species of metal into another, but he was eterJ
chimerical attempt.
The productions of nature have not only su
ther in the same general order, but have beel
ning invariably the same. An oak of the pr{
same general nature and the same properties al
oaks that ever existed; we find the same te:
and bark; a similar disposition: in general
branches; the leaves have the same form; thl
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